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Jayson Lilley: On power stations, english breakfasts and his
explosive colour palette

Artist Jayson Lilley is without doubt the king of colour. His striking graphic paintings can't
help but boldly illustrate the architecture, objects and ideas that surround us. But there's
more to them than the everyday. Here Jayson talks exclusively to Smithson, spilling secrets
of process, inspiration, and his ability to re-enact a walking, breathing 'instagram'....

Smithson Gallery: We’d like to ask you about various things about your practice but let’s start at
the beginning, where you find your inspiration. We know you’ve got a background in advertising,
having trained in graphics and communication design. Where does your main source of inspiration
come from today?

Jayson Lilley: My inspiration predominantly comes from my environment. I grew up in Devon and I
used to paint portraits, houses and landscapes in the area. Having been in London for so long now,
I realised I just love architecture and the hustle and bustle of London life. I love 50's 60's and 70's
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architecture - Le Corbusier and Ern? Goldfinger are among my favourite architects, plus earlier
London Art Deco architecture. Obviously Battersea power station is a big love of mine, I’m always
drawn to the slightly awkward and weird forms of the London skyline.One of my latest screen prints
is of the Crystal Palace transmitter. When I told people I was going to do that they were like
‘really?’ but I’m getting an incredible response to it which is encouraging.

SG: The content of your work spans from your early paintings of cars, polaroid cameras and
English breakfasts, through to your more recent paintings of buildings and people in the street. Are
they always based on ‘everyday’ things?
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JL: Yes, everything I paint is either an everyday scene or object, but I’ve got to love it. I get asked
to paint all sorts of commissions and I do refuse quite a lot, or I'll find some twist to make the
project interesting to me. I have to enjoy and love the stuff I paint, or it will never be a great
painting.

SG: But you do inject these images with an element of extraordinary, mostly due to your wonderful
colour palette….

JL: Ahhh, you're too kind. Everything I see, I ‘heighten.’ So if I see a red, I’ll make it really
red. I always inject colour into everything - it's like I'm a walking, breathing
"instagram"through paint...

SG: And screen-printing is a medium that really allows for that experimentation, but how does it
compare to painting?

 

JL: Well, I’m predominantly a painter, but the way I paint lends itself very well to screen-printing
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because I paint in layers. My paintings do take a long time to complete so I love print for exactly the
opposite reasons - I adore the speed and instant image-creating that it gives me.

SG: Can you tell us a bit about your research process, where do you start and how does an image
develop and morph through mediums?

 

JL: A painting always starts as photos. Not just one photo; I stand in one spot and I will repeatedly
take loads of them, up to 200 sometimes. Then I go home, upload them to the mac, and pick out
the most interesting elements from the photographs I took that day. I find the backdrop that I want,
then start choosing interesting people that walked in and out of frame that day. So the people in the
finished painting never existed together in one photo.

SG: So compositionally your works embody multiple perspectives, hand picked and layered by
yourself?

JL: Yes, that’s right. I mean some people weren’t even on that bridge, or walking down that road -
what I do is that I’ll make sure the sunlight’s coming the same way and take some more photos
just to get that right image.
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SG: Do you have a favourite coloured edition at the moment?

JL: I think the first screen print I ever did was the Battersea Power Station with the deep red
background, and I love that. I’m never afraid of colours and as long as they are strong and bold.

SG: I want to ask you about other thematic links that run through your work, as seen in ‘Battersea
Power Bacon’ and your focus on cows in earlier prints. These show a comical fusion of both your
urban interests and your rural country background having grown up in Devon. How did these come
about?

JL: Well I love the graphic nature of the images as a graphic designer. It’s slightly graphic, slightly
cartoon-like and humorous.
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SG: Do you think you’ll explore this direction again?

JL: I think I might with the cows. I’ve been asked a lot of times to do other animals, but it doesn’t
really appeal.

SG: Process-wise we’re interested in hearing a little more about how you collect your imagery. Is it
only through photography as you explained earlier or do you also sketch or keep scrapbooks?

JL: I always sketch out what I’m looking for, certain buildings and composites. It's a bit of a secret,
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but I have lots and lots of sketch and scrapbooks for all the work I have done and will do in the
future. I love drawing and cutting out aide memoire from magazines. I can't just sit in front of the
computer on Google images - if you do that you are already placing limitations on the finished
piece. At the moment I am collecting collage material from ebay, which I can’t really talk about, but
will become apparent in my next London street scene project.

SG: How long on average does one painting take from start to finish?

JL: Well about 4 weeks to actually paint, but I’d say about another 4 weeks on top of that sourcing
imagery and fitting it to canvas.

SG: How would you define yourself and your work as a practitioner?

JL: I think, as artists, we are all just creative people, aren’t we?

I know that I became a graphic designer because I was good at art at school. When I first left
school I trained as a printer - I mean a proper printer - printing newspapers. That's where I gained
print-based knowledge of how print worked, and subconsciously think that is why I paint the way I
do, in multiple layers and only using flat colour.

SG: Could you ever see yourself getting sick of London and moving back to Devon?
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JL: No! ……Well I say 'no', I'll never get sick of London. I've just moved to a larger studio in Essex -
London is on the doorstep and that's far enough for me, but I do have the increasing feeling that I
miss seeing the sea everyday.
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